Appendix A

Simulator Options
A.1

Introduction

This appendix describes simulator options that affect accuracy or
convergence.

A.2

SPICE Options

A.2.1

Global Options

SPICE expects the global options to be given on the .options statement.

A.2.1.1

Abstol

The absolute tolerance for currents. Defines the smallest interesting
current anywhere in the circuit. Currents smaller than abstol are
ignored when checking for convergence, and when choosing the time
step. abstol is a supplement to reltol that plays a role when the
simulator is checking the accuracies of very small currents. abstol
prevents the simulator from attempting to converge femtoampere
signals to attoampere levels.
As a rule, an absolute tolerance such as abstol should be set
times smaller than the largest signal of the same type present
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in the circuit. This ratio could be even greater on sensitive circuits.
Typically, the largest current present in analog integrated circuits is
in the
range, which is why abstol defaults to 1 pA. It
should be set higher for power electronic circuits. Setting abstol too
loose results in degraded accuracy. Setting abstol too tight prevents
the simulator from converging.
A.2.1.2

Gmin

A very small conductance added across nonlinear devices to prevent
nodes from floating if a device is turned completely off. By default,
It must be positive, though Spectre allows it to be
zero. The manner in which SPICE and Spectre add the gmin conductors to the various nonlinear devices is different and is shown in
Figures 2.13 and 2.14 on page 41.
If gmin is too large it adversely affects accuracy. If it is too small it
may adversely affect convergence. Be advised that if gmin is large
enough to positively affect convergence, it is also large enough to
negatively affect accuracy.
A.2.1.3

Limpts

Maximum number of plot points that can be plotted or printed during an AC, DC, or transient analysis. The default value is 201. This
nuisance parameter was helpful when hoards of undergraduates were
all competing for the same line printer in the basement of Evan’s
Hall back in the 70’s, but it has little value now. Feel free to set it to
a value that is as large as you need. In SPICE2, setting this value too
high wastes a precious piece of the fixed amount of memory available.
A.2.1.4

Pivrel

The relative threshold used for selecting pivots when factoring the
Jacobian matrix. Big pivots are good because they reduce the likelyhood of error building up while factoring. However, insisting on
having the largest possible pivots can result in the sparse Jacobian
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matrix filling-in during the factorization, which would result in the
simulation running much more slowly and requiring more memory.
pivrel specifies how large an entry in the Jacobian has to be in order to be a pivot candidate. It is defined as the minimum acceptable
ratio between the absolute value of a pivot and the largest remaining
element in the same column.
In rare cases, increasing the value of pivrel solves a convergence
problem, but more often it just causes the simulator to run more
slowly and gives no benefit. Pinning your hopes on pivrel is clearly
a desperation move, pivrel must be specified between 0 and 1, with
the default value being
Reasonable values range between
to 0.5.

A.2.1.5

Pivtol

The minimum absolute value allowed for a Jacobian entry to be considered as a pivot. Default value is
Most likely this parameter is settable simply because the original
developers were not sure what value to use and wanted to be able to
adjust it if necessary. Fortunately, they chose wisely. It should never
need adjusting.

A.2.1.6

Reltol

The universal accuracy control. Give value between 0 and 1, values
closer to zero imply greater accuracy. reltol directly affects the
Newton convergence criteria and the time-step control algorithm. It
specifies the upper limit on errors relative to the size of the signals
present. The default value is 0.1% and typical values range from
Reducing reltol decreases the error in the results computed by the
simulator, however no level of accuracy is guaranteed. Nor is any
particular level of accuracy implied from a given value for reltol.
In particular, setting reltol to 0.1% in no way implies that the
accuracy attained by the simulator is 0.1%.
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A.2.1.7 Vntol
The absolute tolerance for voltage. Defines the smallest interesting
voltage anywhere in the circuit. Voltages smaller than vntol are
ignored when checking for convergence, and when choosing the time
step. vntol is a supplement to reltol that plays a role when the
simulator is checking the accuracies of very small voltages. vntol
prevents the simulator from attempting to converge nanovolt signals
to picovolt levels.
Absolute tolerances, such as vntol, should be set
times
smaller than the largest signal of the same type present in the circuit.
This ratio could be even greater on sensitive circuits. Typically, the
largest voltage present in analog integrated circuits is in the order
of 10 V, which is why vntol, defaults to
It should be set
higher for high voltage circuits. Setting vntol too loose results in
degraded accuracy. Setting vntol too tight can prevent the simulator from converging, though this problem is not as severe as it is
with abstol.

A.2.2

DC Analysis Options

SPICE expects the DC analysis options to be given on the .options
statement.

A.2.2.1

ltI1

Maximum number of iterations for a DC operating point analysis.
The default value is 100. Occasionally you can get SPICE to converge by increasing this value. The likelyhood of convergence stops
increasing above 1000, with larger values simply resulting in SPICE
taking longer to fail.

A.2.2.2

Itl2

Maximum number of iterations per step in a DC sweep. The default value is 50. Set this to a larger value if SPICE has convergence
difficulties in the middle of a DC sweep. Alternatively, you can try
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taking smaller steps. Again, do not bother with values over 1000,
which just delay the ‘no convergence’ message.

A.2.2.3

Itl6

Number of steps to take in when source stepping. The default value
is 0, which disables source stepping. Larger values imply higher
likelyhood of convergence, but longer waits.

A.2.3

Transient Analysis Options

SPICE expects the transient analysis options to be given on the
.options statement (except as noted).

A.2.3.1 Chgtol
chgtol is the absolute tolerance for the state variable in the LTE
criterion. Thus, chgtol is the absolute tolerance for charge through
capacitors and flux across inductors. chgtol limits how closely LTE
is controlled when the time step is small and when the charge through
the capacitor or flux across the inductor is small. Unlike abstol,
chgtol is multiplied by reltol in the LTE criterion. Thus, capacitor charges must be less than reltol × chgtol before they are
dominated by chgtol.

A.2.3.2

Itl3

Sets the lower transient analysis iteration limit. The default value is
4. It is difficult to conceive of a situation that calls for adjusting the
value of this parameter.
A.2.3.3

Itl4

Sets the upper per step iteration limit for transient analysis. The
default value is 10. Increasing this value aids convergence on some
circuits, particularly on circuits that exhibit strongly discontinuous
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behavior, like some macromodels. On such circuits, increasing the
value could speed up the analysis considerably. On other circuits, it
could cause the analysis to run slower.
The recommended upper limit is 50 unless SPICE is failing to converge
in transient, in which case 500 might be better.
A.2.3.4

Itl5

Upper limit on the total number of iterations during a transient
analysis. The default value is 5000. Setting the value to 0 disables
the limit. This is another parameter than made sense when there
was large number of users, all simulating opamps, and all competing
for a single mainframe. It is a good habit to always set this limit to
0. Who wants to wait for a long transient simulation, only to have
it unexpectedly terminate prematurely due to this limit.
A.2.3.5

Lvltim

This flag specifies the time-step control algorithm. If 1, SPICE uses
the iteration-count time-step control, and if 2 it uses truncationerror time-step control. Briefly put, controlling truncation error is
very important. If the truncation error is not properly controlled,
the time-constants computed by the simulator could be meaningless.
Iteration-count time-step control ignores completely the truncation
error and so is capable of computing incorrect results. Always use
lvltim=2 unless you do not mind if the simulator produces results in
which the time-constants are way off. See Section 4.3.1.2 on page 179
for more information.
A.2.3.6

Maxord

The maximum integration method order for the backward difference
method (Gear’s method). Default and minimum value is 2. Maximum value is 6. Higher order methods should be more efficient
when very high accuracy is needed and the signals are very smooth.
However, they can also be unstable on lightly damped circuits. I rec-
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ommend leaving this parameter at its default value of 2 (the higherorder methods have never been heavily used and there are rumored
to be some problems in SPICE’s implementation).
A.2.3.7

Method

Integration method, choose between gear and trapezoidal. The
default value is trapezoidal. Select gear if trapezoidal ringing is a
problem. Select trapezoidal is simulating highly underdamped circuits. Otherwise, you are generally free to choose either. Trapezoidal
rule is usually a bit more efficient. See Section 4.2.1 on page 131 for
more information.
A.2.3.8

Tmax

is the optional fourth argument on the transient analysis statement. It places an upper bound on the time step. If
is not
specified, SPICE sets it to

In addition, SPICE reduces
(the second argument on the
transient analysis statement) if there are no energy-storage elements
such as capacitor or inductor present in the circuit. Finally, SPICE
bounds
to be no larger than half the transmission delay of the
shortest transmission line. Very short transmission lines significantly
slow a SPICE transient analyses.
A.2.3.9

Tstep

is the printing and plotting increment. It is also the suggested
time step.
also has an effect on the number of points used when
performing Fourier analysis. See Section 5.3.2 on page 278 for more
information.
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A.2.3.10

Trtol

trtol is only used in the LTE criterion where it multiplies reltol.
Its primary function is to allow control of the LTE criterion independent of the Newton convergence criteria. It is not a good idea to
tighten the LTE criterion without also tightening the Newton convergence criteria because it can cause the simulator to take very small
time steps trying to follow the numerical noise generated by errors
allowed by the Newton criteria. Thus, one should never reduce trtol
much below its default value of 7. There is benefit to loosening the
LTE criterion relative to the Newton criteria. For example, if you
were less concerned about accurately depicting time constants than
equilibrium points, you might want to loosen the LTE criterion relative to the Newton criteria by increasing trtol. Similarly, if charge
conservation is important, you might want to tighten the Newton
criteria without affecting the LTE criterion. This allows you to improve charge conservation without slowing the simulation down by
much. In this case, tighten reltol and loosen trtol by the same
amount.
A.2.3.11

Uic

When uic is specified on the transient analysis statement, it directs
SPICE to skip any attempt to perform an initial DC or IC solve for
a transient analysis. With uic, all nodes for which initial conditions
are not specified start at 0 V. One important use for this option is
to allow people to use transient analysis even though the initial condition calculations do not converge. One can even continue transient
analysis until steady-state is reached and save the final results for use
as a node-set. For more information, see Section 4.3.5.1 on page 196.

A.3

Spectre Options

A.3.1

Global Options

Spectre expects global analysis options to be given on the options
or set statements. Type ‘spectre -help options’ for a full list of
Spectre’s options.
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Approx

When set, this flag allows Spectre to make small approximations
in the component model equations that allow the simulation to run
faster. The errors made when using this option should be very small.
If you are a nervous type, disable this to reassure yourself that the
approximations are reasonable, then turn it back on.
A.3.1.2

Diagnose

This is a flag that when set causes additional diagnostics to be
printed. It is not enabled by default because some the diagnostics may be costly to compile or may be a nuisance in normal circumstances. When enabled, Spectre warns about unusual growth in
maximum signal levels, which might indicate the presence of unstable time constants. It also produces counts of the number of times
each node prevents convergence. This information helps localize convergence problems to a particular portion of the circuit.
A.3.1.3

Gmin

A very small conductance added across nonlinear devices to prevent
nodes from floating if a device is turned completely off. By default,
It must be positive, though Spectre allows it to be
zero. The manner in which SPICE and Spectre add the gmin con ductors to the various nonlinear devices is different and is shown in
Figures 2.13 and 2.14 on page 41.
If gmin is too large it adversely affects accuracy. If it is too small it
may adversely affect convergence. Be advised that if gmin is large
enough to positively affect convergence, it is also large enough to
negatively affect accuracy.
A.3.1.4

Homotopy

Specifies the homotopy (continuation method) used when computing
DC operating points and initial conditions. The available choices
are none, gmin (gmin stepping), source (source stepping), ptran
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(pseudo-transient), dptran (damped pseudo-transient), and all, the
default value. Specifying a different value allows you to skip methods
that always fail for a particular circuit. Only change the value from
all when experience with a particular circuit shows that there is at
least one reliable method.
A.3.1.5

labstol

The absolute tolerance for currents. Spectre’s iabstol is the same
as SPICE’S abstol. See the description for abstol in Section A.2.1.1
on page 335 for more information.
A.3.1.6

Limit

Specifies the limiting algorithm to be used to help Newton’s method
converge. Possible values are dev, which specifies that limiting is
performed at the device, delta, specifies a node based limiting, and
log, which specifies a node-based logarithmic limiting. The default
is dev. delta has been found to work well on MOS circuits, however
both node-based approaches are very slow on circuits that exhibit
high voltages. Occasionally, one can get Spectre to converge much
faster by playing with the value of this parameter, but in generally
it is rarely worth the time.
A.3.1.7

Macromodels

Over the years Spectre has been tuned to run quickly on real circuits.
These optimizations have the side effect of causing Spectre to run
more slowly on circuits that deviate greatly from the norms of physical circuits. In particular, Spectre performs poorly with some macromodels. Setting this flag makes Spectre more tolerant of the aberrant behavior exhibited by these macromodels. With macromodels
set, Spectre becomes more determined to efficiently pass through the
abrupt discontinuities exhibited by some macromodels and uses local
error criteria to allow huge voltages and currents at a subset of the
nodes.
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By default macromodels=no because otherwise Spectre runs more
slowly on most circuits, but enabling it may cause Spectre to run
much quicker on circuits that exhibit non-physical behavior.
A.3.1.8

Opptcheck

This flag specifies whether Spectre should check the operating point
parameters against their soft limits after the each analysis. Soft limits are ranges that can be specified for any component parameter that
when violated causes Spectre to issue a warning. A file containing a
set of soft limits tailored for IC design is provided with Spectre, but
you are free to use your own files or customize the ones provided. By
default, opptcheck=yes. However, it is not useful unless you provide
Spectre with a set of soft limits (use +param argument on the Spectre
command line or in the SPECTRE_DEFAULTS environment variable).
It is highly recommended that you use this feature because it can
alert you to subtle problems in your circuit. With a little effort
developing your own soft limit files, Spectre will automatically warn
you of the following situations and more:
1. Transistors that are the wrong type (NPNs versus PNPs, Ntype versus P-type).
2. Excessive substrate currents caused by incorrectly wiring the
circuit or unexpected operating conditions.
3. Excessive device currents, voltages or powers.
4. Unexpected operating conditions that result in unacceptably
poor
5. Incorrectly specified parameter values, such a width or length
mistakenly given in microns rather than meters.

A.3.1.9

Pivabs

The minimum absolute value allowed for a Jacobian entry to be considered as a pivot. Default value is 0.
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A.3.1.10

Pivotdc

This flag turns on numerical pivoting throughout the DC analysis.
Normally numerical pivoting is used only once at the beginning of DC
analysis and the matrix is not reordered unless it is clearly needed.
Occasionally convergence is improved by allowing Spectre to reorder
the matrix every time it is factored during a DC analysis. It is rare
for this option to help convergence, but when it does it is usually
when simulating a circuit with extraordinary gain, such as a string
of inverters or amplifiers. However, enabling this option can result
in the DC analysis running much more slowly, especially on large
circuits. By default, this option is disabled.

A.3.1.11

Pivrel

The relative threshold used for selecting pivots when factoring the
Jacobian matrix. See the description of pivrel in Section A.2.1.4 on
page 336 for more information.

A.3.1.12

Reltol

The universal accuracy control. See the description of reltol in
Section A.2.1.6 on page 337 for more information.

A.3.1.13

Rforce

rforce is the value used by Spectre when imposing nodesets, forces,
and initial conditions. Spectre imposes nodesets, forces, and initial
conditions on nodes by attaching the series combination of a voltage
source and a resistor whose value is rforce times a local multiplier. The multiplier is unity for free nodes, but may be different for
branches and nodes internal to components. For example, you are
allowed to also specify a local rforce multiplier on inductors. The
actual value used is the product of the local and global values.
rforce is used adjust the forcing resistor’s value to overcome small
resistors in the circuit. The default value is 1, but you can make it
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smaller if small resistors in your circuit are causing your nodesets,
forces, and initial conditions to be inaccurate.
A.3.1.14

Vabstol

The absolute tolerance for voltage. Spectre’s vabstol is the same as
SPICE’S vntol. See the description of vntol in Section A.2.1.7 on
page 338 for further information.

A.3.2

DC Analysis Options

Spectre expects the DC analysis options to be given on the DC analysis statement (except as noted). Type ‘ spectre -help dc’ for a
full list of Spectre’s DC analysis parameters.
A.3.2.1

Check

Specifies that Spectre should check the operating point parameters
against the soft limits for the final value of the DC analysis. See the
description for opptcheck in Section A.3.1.8 on page 345 for more
information about soft limits.
A.3.2.2

Force

A ‘force’ is a new concept in Spectre. It provides DC analysis something analogous to transient analysis’s ‘initial condition’. It is used
to force node voltages or branch currents to some prespecified value.
Unlike with nodesets, the resulting solution is not an equilibrium
point. It is occasionally useful to force node voltages or branch currents in order to give the circuit an isolated solution.
Use the force option to specify the source for the forced values. If
force=none, which is the default, then no values are forced at the
nodes and branches. When force=node, then values specified on
initial condition statements are forced. When force=dev, the values
specified as initial condition parameters on various components are
used. Finally, if force=all, then the initial conditions provided on
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both initial condition statements and as initial condition parameters
are used. If you specify a ‘force’ file with the readforce parameter,
force values read from the file are used in lieu of any ‘ic’ statements.
A.3.2.3

Homotopy

Specifies the homotopy (continuation method) used when computing DC operating points and initial conditions. See the description of
homotopy parameter in Section A.3.1.4 on page 343 for further information. Specifying homotopy on the DC analysis overrides homotopy
specified as a global option.
A.3.2.4

Maxiters

Maximum number of iterations for a DC operating point analysis. It
also indirectly specifies the maximum number of iterations taken on
each step of a homotopy. Default value is 150, and rarely needs to
be changed.
A.3.2.5

Maxsteps

Maximum number of steps used in homotopy method. The default
value is 10,000. There is little to be gained by increasing this value
because if you get to this value there is very little hope of ever converging. However, you might want to set this value lower so that
Spectre gives up quicker.
A.3.2.6

Readforce

Allows you to specify the name of a ‘state’ file and use its contents as
node forces. The state file is an ASCII file that contains name/value
pairs, one pair per line. The name is the either the name of a node or
a branch. The state file can be manually generated, it can be generated by Spectre during a previous analysis, or it could be generated
by Spectre on a previous run.
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Readns

Allows you to specify the name of a ‘state’ file and use its contents
as nodesets. The state file is an ASCII file that contains name/value
pairs, one pair per line. The name is the either the name of a node or
a branch. The state file can be manually generated, it can be generated by Spectre during a previous analysis, or it could be generated
by Spectre on a previous run.
Names corresponding to signals that no longer exist are ignored except for a warning. A typical usage is to specify the same file for
both readns and write. The first time the analysis is run the file
is not found, which generates a warning that can be ignored. On
subsequent runs, the nodesets are automatically updated on every
run.

A.3.2.8

Restart

This flag causes Spectre to discard the operating point computed
as the last point of the previous analysis. This is done because the
last point of a temperature sweep, DC sweep, or transient analysis
may be far from the operating point needed for the next analysis.
With restart=yes, which is its default setting, Spectre discards the
operating point and starts fresh if anything has changed that causes
the previous operating point to be out-of-date.
It is useful to set restart=no if you are running a sequence of analyses and you script the analyses to assure the operating point changes
little or not at all between analyses. For example, if you want to
perform an AC analysis at 0 C and 50 C, and you also need a DC
temperature sweep from 0 C to 50 C, then arrange to perform the
AC analysis at 0 C first. It computes the operating point at 0 C.
Then perform the temperature sweep with restart=no. It finishes
by computing the operating point at 50 C. Finally, perform the AC
analysis at 50 C with restart=no. Using restart=no for the second
and third analyses reduces the time needed by the analyses by giving
them good initial guesses for the operating point.
Setting restart=no does not cause Spectre to skip computing an
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operating point. It only affects what is used as the starting point
for the operating point computation. The only time Spectre skips
computing the operating point is if it is explicitly told to (see the
prevoppoint parameter for the AC analyses, or the skipdc parameter for transient analysis) or if it is sure that the operating point is
up-do-date. In either case, restart does not play a role in deciding
whether the operating point should be computed.

A.3.2.9

Write

Specifies the name of the file to which Spectre should write the ‘state’
of the circuit after the initial point of a DC analysis. This file can be
later used as a nodeset file, a node force file, or an initial condition
file. The file contains one name/value pair for every signal in the
circuit.

A.3.2.10

Writefinal

Specifies the name of the file to which Spectre should write the ‘state’
of the circuit after the final point of a DC analysis. This file can be
later used as a nodeset file, a node force file, or an initial condition
file. The file contains one name/value pair for every signal in the
circuit.

A.3.3

Transient Analysis Options

Spectre expects the transient analysis options to be given on the
transient analysis statement. Type ‘ spectre -help tran’ for a full
list of Spectre‘s transient analysis parameters.
A.3.3.1

Cmin

Specifies the amount of capacitance that should be connected from
each node to ground. Normally this should be zero. However, if
you are having trouble with convergence in the intrinsic transient
analysis (not the initial condition analysis that precedes the actual
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transient analysis) then setting cmin to a small value (say 1 fF) usually allows the transient analysis to gracefully work its way beyond
discontinuities that would otherwise cause convergence failure.

A.3.3.2

Errpreset

Selects a reasonable collection of parameter settings. Possible values
are conservative, moderate or liberal. Specifying conservative
makes Spectre more cautious and biases it towards accuracy. Conversely, liberal makes Spectre more reckless (without taking undue
risks) and biases it towards speed. See Section 4.3.2.2 on page 187
for more information.

A.3.3.3

Ic

Use the ic parameter to specify the source for the initial conditions.
If ic=none, then no initial conditions are used. When ic=node,
then values specified on initial condition statements are used. When
ic=dev, the values specified as initial condition parameters on various
components are used. Finally, if ic=all, which is the default, then
the initial conditions provided on both initial condition statements
and as initial condition parameters are used. If you specify an ‘ic’
file with the readic parameter, the initial conditions are read from
the file are used in lieu of any ‘ic’ statements.
A.3.3.4

Lteratio

Ratio used to compute truncation error tolerances from Newton tolerance. The default value is derived from errpreset. This parameter is similar to SPICE‘s trtol, except it is twice as small (the
default value of Iteratio=3.5 corresponds to the default value of
trtol=7). For more information, see the description of trtol in
Section A.2.3.10 on page 342.
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A.3.3.5

Maxiters

Sets the upper per step iteration limit for transient analysis. The default value is derived from macromodels. Increasing this value aids
convergence on some circuits, particularly on circuits that exhibit
strongly discontinuous behavior, like some macromodels. On such
circuits, increasing the value could speed up the analysis considerably. On other circuits, it could cause the analysis to run slower.
The recommended upper limit is 50.
A.3.3.6

Maxstep

Specifies the maximum time step used during a transient analysis.
On the whole, people tend to over use maxstep. Normally, one should
tighten reltol if greater accuracy is needed. However, there are
certain situations where tightening maxstep is the best way to get
the best accuracy. Examples include simulating the onset of oscillation, where the oscillation is small compared to the DC level and so
tightening reltol is largely ineffective, and when performing Fourier
analysis where a well controlled and nearly evenly spaced time step
is a virtue. The default value is derived from errpreset.
Unlike SPICE, the maximum time step in Spectre is not affected by
the electrical length of the transmission lines.
A.3.3.7

Method

Specifies the integration method or combination of integration methods used during the transient analysis. The possible choices include
euler
Backward-Euler is used exclusively
trap
Backward-Euler and the trapezoidal rule are used.
traponly
Trapezoidal rule is used almost exclusively (backward-Euler is
used at break-points).
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gear2
Backward-Euler and second-order Gear are used.
gear2only
Gear’s second-order backward-difference method is used almost
exclusively (backward-Euler is used at break-points).
trapgear2
Allows all three integration methods to be used. Trapezoidal
rule and second-order Gear are used on alternating time steps,
while backward-Euler is used at break-points.
The trapezoidal rule is usually the most efficient when you want high
accuracy. This method occasionally exhibits point-to-point ringing,
but you can control this by tightening the error tolerances. For this
reason, if you choose very loose tolerances to get a quick answer,
second-order Gear probably gives better results. Second-order Gear
and backward-Euler make systems appear more stable than they
really are. This effect is less pronounced with second-order Gear or
when you request high accuracy.
See Section 4.2.2 on page 133 for a more detailed description of the
advantages and disadvantages of each method. The default is derived
from errpreset.
A.3.3.8

Readic

Allows you to specify the name of a ‘state’ file and use its contents
as initial conditions. The state file is an ASCII file that contains
name/value pairs, one pair per line. The name is the either the name
of a node or a branch. The state file can be manually generated, it
can be generated by Spectre during a previous analysis, or it could
be generated by Spectre on a previous run.
A.3.3.9

Readns

Allows you to specify the name of a ‘state’ file and use its contents
as nodesets. The state file is an ASCII file that contains name/value
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pairs, one pair per line. The name is the either the name of a node or
a branch. The state file can be manually generated, it can be generated by Spectre during a previous analysis, or it could be generated
by Spectre on a previous run.
Names corresponding to signals that no longer exist are ignored except for a warning. A typical usage is to specify the same file for
both readns and write. The first time the analysis is run the file is
not found, which generates a warning that can be ignored. On subsequent runs, the nodesets are automatically be updated on every
run.

A.3.3.10

Relref

This parameter determines how the relative error used in convergence
criteria and the truncation error criterion is computed. The possible
choices include
pointlocal
Compares the relative errors in quantities at each node to that
node alone.
alllocal
Compares the relative errors at each node to the largest values
found for that node alone for all past time.
sigglobal
Compares relative errors in each of the signals to the maximum
for all similar signals at any previous point in time.
allglobal
Same as sigglobal except that it also compares the residues
(KCL error) for each node to the maximum of that node’s past
history.
Default derived is from errpreset. See Section 4.3.2.1 on page 183
for more information.
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Restart

This flag causes Spectre to discard the operating point computed as
the last point of the previous analysis. For more information, see the
description for restart in Section A.3.2.8 on page 349.
A.3.3.12

Skipdc

Flag that indicates the transient analysis should not employ the DC
analysis algorithms in an attempt to compute any values in the initial
state that were not specified as initial conditions (this is similar to
the uic parameter of SPICE). This parameter is generally used when
the simulator refuses to converge otherwise. See Section 4.4.1 on
page 207 for more information about the various choices available
with skipdc.
A.3.3.13

Step

Specifies the minimum step size Spectre takes to maintain the aesthetics of the results. Spectre monitors the voltage across capacitors
and the current through inductors, and chooses the time step to
maintain the accuracy of the solution. It does not need to do this for
the node voltages and branch currents not associated with capacitors
or inductors, because these quantities are accurate regardless of the
time step. However, when plotting these waveforms it is important
to have more points where the curvature is high in order to convey
the true shape of the waveform. For this reason, Spectre chooses
the time step to faithfully depict the shape of waveforms that do
not directly affect the accuracy of the solution. However, occasionally these waveform have discontinuous jumps that would require
infinitely small time steps to resolve. step specifies the minimum
step size that will be taken to resolve the details of these ‘algebraic’
signals. The default value is derived from errpreset.
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A.3.3.14

Write

Specifies the name of the file to which Spectre should write the ‘state’
of the circuit after the initial point of a transient analysis. This file
can be later used as a nodeset file, a node force file, or an initial
condition file. The file contains one name/value pair for every signal
in the circuit.

A.3.3.15

Writefinal

Specifies the name of the file to which Spectre should write the ‘state’
of the circuit after the final point of a transient analysis. This file
can be later used as a nodeset file, a node force file, or an initial
condition file. The file contains one name/value pair for every signal
in the circuit.

Appendix B

Spectre Netlist Language
B.1

Introduction

In addition to accepting SPICE netlists, Spectre also supports a simple, powerful, and extensible language for describing netlists. This
appendix describes the basics of Spectre’s netlist language only to
the level of detail needed to allow you to understand the netlists
given in this book.

B.2

The Language

When reading a netlist, SPICE determines the type of a component
by the first letter in its name. For example, R1 must be a resistor and Vin must be a voltage source. This approach follows engineering convention and fits well with SPICE’S original goal of being
a simulator for integrated circuits. However, this convention has
two unfortunate limitations. First, it limits the simulator to only
supporting only 25 component types (X is reserved for subcircuits).
Second, it does not allow the representation type of the components
to change. For example, Q1 must refer to a built-in model for a
bipolar transistor. It might also be convenient use a macromodel for
the transistor. Indeed, integrated transistors often have other junctions near-by that can form parasitic transistors. The built-in model
does not include parasitic transistors, but it is easy to construct a
macromodel using a subcircuit that contains the original transistor
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along with the parasitic transistor. However, because of the constraints on the first letter, one cannot change the type of a transistor
from built-in model to macromodel without changing the transistors
name. This might not seem like a serious problem until you consider
a circuit with thousands of transistors. If you would like to change
just the NPN transistors from the built-in model to the subcircuit
macromodel that includes the parasitic transistor, you have to make
perhaps thousands of hand edits on the netlist.
Spectre’s native netlist language is modeled after the SPICE language,
but is more uniform. It provides several important features that are
unavailable in SPICE due to limitations of its language, including the
ability to support an arbitrary number of primitives and the ability
to switch representation type.
There are three basic types of primary statements, along with some
secondary control statements. The primary statements include component instance, component model, and analysis statements. The
control statements include those for specifying initial conditions,
nodesets, outputs, etc, and are not discussed further here. In addition, Spectre provides statments used to define parameterized subcircuits.
Basic Language Attributes The Spectre parser has two modes.
By default, Spectre is configured to expect SPICE netlists unless told
otherwise. When it reads
simulator lang=spectre
it switches off SPICE compatibility. When doing so, it makes the
following changes:
1. Spectre no longer accepts SPICE statements and constructs.
2. The language becomes case-sensitive, with all keywords being
lower case.

3. Standard SI scale-factors are used as a convenient way of specifying either very large or very small numbers. The SI scale
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factors are different than those used by SPICE. For example,
with SI,
and
whereas with SPICE both m and
while
The SI scale factors are detailed in
Table B.1 while the SPICE scale-factors are shown in Table B.2 .

To switch back to accepting SPICE netlists, use
simulator lang=spice
When Spectre includes one file from another using the include statement, it automatically switches to SPICE mode at the beginning of
the new file, and returns to the previously active mode when it finishes reading it. For this reason, all Spectre netlists must begin with
a lang=spectre statement.
Model Statements Often, certain characteristics are common to
a large number of instances of components of the same type. For
example, the saturation current of a diode is a function of the process used to construct the diode and also of the area of the diode.
Rather than describing the process on each diode instantiation, that
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description is done once in a model statement and many diode instances refer to it. The area, which can be different for each component, is included on each instance statement. Though it is possible
to have several model statements for a particular type of component,
each instance can only reference at most one model. Not all types of
components support model statements.
Model statements have the form
model dnp diode is=3.1e–10 n=1.12 cjo=3.1e–8 vj=.914
In this example, dnp is the model name, and diode is the primitive
name. The primitive name is either the name of a built-in primitive
or a user designed behavioral model.
Instance Statements The instance statement consists of an instance name, the nodes to which the terminals of the instance are
connected, the name of the master, and the parameters. It takes the
form,
M1 (4 pin 1 1) nmos w=402.4u 1=7.6u
where M1 is the instance name, ‘(4 pin 1 1)’ is the node list (parentheses are optional), nmos is the master name, in this case a model
name, and
are the parameters. The master field
contains either the name of a built-in component type (for example,
capacitor), the name of a user-defined behavioral model, a model
name, or a subcircuit definition name. The nodes must appear in
the order defined by the master. Unlike SPICE, the first character in
the instance names is not fixed to any particular value by the type
field.
The list of Spectre’s available built-in components is shown in Table B.3 on the facing page and Table B.4 on page 362. Further
information on these components and their parameters is found by
using Spectre’s -help command-line option.
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Subcircuit Definitions Subcircuit definitions are circuit macros
that can be expanded anywhere in the circuit any number of times.
They take the form
subckt diffamp (pin nin pout nout)
parameters ad=l ac=0 rd=0 rc=0
Acmp (i1 0 pin 0)
vcvs gain=ac/2
Acmn (cm i2 nin 0)
vcvs gain=ac/2
Admp (poutx cm pin nin) vcvs gain=ad/2
Admn (noutx cm pin nin) vcvs gain=-ad/2
resistor r=rd/2
Rdp (pout poutx)
Rdn (nout noutx)
resistor r=rd/2
Rc
(i1
i2)
resistor r=rc-rd/4
ends diffamp
subckt, parameters, and ends are keywords. This subcircuit has
four terminals (pin, nin, pout, and nout), and four parameters (ad,
ac, rd, and rc). The parameters are used in constant expressions that
specify the parameter values for the components in the subcircuit.
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When an instance in your input file refers to a subcircuit definition,
the instances specified within the subcircuit are inserted into the
circuit. Local model definitions are allowed within a subcircuit definition. Also instances of other subcircuits as well as local subcircuit
definitions are allowed within a subcircuit definition. Names of subcircuits and models defined within a subcircuit are strictly local to
that subcircuit.
Instances that instantiate a subcircuit definition are referred to as
subcircuit calls. The node names (or numbers) specified in the subcircuit call are substituted, in order, for the node names given in
the subcircuit definition. All instances that refer to a subcircuit
definition must have the same number of nodes as specified in the
subcircuit definition and must be in the same order. Node names
inside the subcircuit definition are strictly local unless declared otherwise in the input file with a global statement. Model names for
models defined inside a subcircuit definition are strictly local and are
not accessible for specifying component instances outside the current
subcircuit definition.
Parameter specification in subcircuit definitions is optional. Any parameters that are specified are referred to by name followed by an
equals sign and then a default value. If, when making a subcircuit
call in your input file, you do not specify a particular parameter,
then this default value is used in the macro expansion. Subcircuit
parameters are used in expressions within the subcircuit as demonstrated in the example above (r=rc-rd/4). The expressions employ
subcircuit parameters and constants, and are constructed using the
four standard arithmetic operators (+, -, *, /) and parentheses for
grouping.
Analysis Statements Analysis statements have the same form
as component instance statements, the main difference is that they
specify analyses rather than components, and the order in which
they are given determines the order in which the analyses are run.
Analysis statements take the form,
dmStepResponse tran stop=2us errpreset=conservative
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It is also possible to provide a list of nodes with an analysis, as in
dmNoise (dout 0) noise start=1 stop=1GHz iprobe=Vid
In contrast to SPICE, Spectre provides a rich set of parameters that
are used to specify the behavior of each analysis. Any number of
any analysis commands can be given in any order. Information on
individual analyses are available by using the -help command line
option to Spectre.
Currently, Spectre supports the analyses shown in Table B.5.
SPICE Extensions In addition to providing support for SPICE
netlists, Spectre also provides access to many of the benefits of the
Spectre netlist language from SPICE netlists. For example, parameterized subcircuits and multiple analyses are available. Furthermore,
any Spectre specific parameters can be appended to the SPICE form
of a component instance or analysis statement. You are also free to
use either SPICE or Spectre forms for instance and analysis state-
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merits in SPICE netlists. By switching to Spectre forms, you get
representation switching, named parameters, constant expressions
for parameter values, and support for new component types without
constraining the first letter of the component instance name.
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Index
A
abstol, 23, 24, 25, 36, 37,
178, 200, 205, 207,
225, 335
AC analyses, 51–128
applications, 67–119
noise analysis, 57
practice, 54–67
SP analysis, 56
theory, 53–54
XF analysis, 55
AC analysis, 54
differential amplifiers, 113
feedback, 67
noise, 57
non-quiescent operating
point, 113
versus bias, 106, 108
ADC
oversampled, 160, 303
admittance
large signal, 312
aliasing, 263, 266, 271
SPICE, 280
allbrkpts, 190
allglobal, see relref
alllocal, see relref
almost-periodic Fourier
transform, 264
amplifier

differential, 113
distributed, 203
feedback, 67
breaking loop, 73, 76
configurations, 69
ideal circuits, 68, 73
non-ideal circuits, 84
open-loop gain, 79
parameters, 73
series series, 71, 93
series shunt, 69, 97
shunt series, 72, 102
shunt shunt, 70, 87
low-distortion, 299
narrow-band, 316
slew-rate limiting, 113
transconductance, 106
traveling wave, 203
analog-digital converter
oversampled, 160, 303
APFT, 264
approx , 276, 343
artificial damping, 147, 219
autonomous, 189n
circuits, 268, 289
distortion, 310
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B
backward Euler, 38, 132, 133,
166, 196, 208
damping, 147
delay, 156
SPICE, 208
domain map, 140
backward-difference formula,
see Gear’s method
balun, 113
BDF, see Gear’s method
bifurcation
homotopy, 31
BJT noise, 60
break point, 133, 155, 156,
189, 189, 218, 222,
288–290
transmission line, 191
bypass
device, 194, 276, 281, 288
Fourier analysis, 276, 281,
288

C
capacitor
current, 150, 152
junction, 108
negative, 231
cavity oscillator, 310
charge
as state variable, 182, 287
conservation, 167–176,
178, 182, 200, 225
convergence criteria,
167
charge-storage circuits, 160,
167, 224
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check, 347
check statement, 47
chgtol, 179, 182, 339
clock distribution networks,
234
clocked analog circuits, 238
distortion, 313
closed-loop gain, 69
cmin, 202, 350
common-mode gain, 117
feedback parameter
measurement, 75
component
models, 359
compression point, 253
conservative, see errpreset
continuation method, see
homotopy
convergence
bypass, 195
criteria, 22, 19–23, 41,
184, 186
charge conservation,
167
Fourier analysis, 276
truncation error, 178,
182
false, 21
floating nodes, 25
force, 28
gmin, 26
guaranteed, 18
homotopy, 30
initial conditions, 198
large circuits, 45
large floating capacitors,
205
loops of shorts, 25

Index

macromodels, 227
nodeset, 28
remedies
DC analysis, 35
transient analysis, 206
small floating resistors, 24
topology checker, 26
transient analysis, 201
cmin, 202
troubled netlist, 24
using transient analysis,
38, 207
crystal oscillator, 310
current
errpreset, 237
step, 237
capacitor, 152
Fourier analysis, 278
Gear overshoot, 155
loop gain, 77
measurements, 235
noise source, 64

D
damped pseudo-transient, 30
damping
artificial, 147
distribution networks,
234
unstable circuits, 217, 219
DC analysis, 15–50
applications, 42–49
convergence, 23–35
using transient analysis,
207
practice, 35–42
theory, 16–23
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delay
backward Euler, 156
modulator, 160
noise and distortion, 303
demodulation
AM, 241
FM, 242
sampling, 321
strobing, 241
synchronous detection,
317
detection, see demodulation
device bypass, 194, 276, 281,
288
DFT, see discrete Fourier
transform
diagnose, 35, 343
differential amplifiers, 113
differential-mode gain, 117
diode
model, 12
noise, 60
discrete Fourier transform,
265, 266
aliasing, 266, 271
external, 289
FFT, 267, 272, 289
windows, 290
amplitude resolution,
298
frequency resolution,
298
distortion
analysis, 251
clocked analog circuits,
313
compression point, 253
harmonic, 252, 316
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intercept point, 254
intermodulation, 252,
316, 329
demodulation, 317, 321
mixer, 328, 329
narrow-band circuits, 252,
316
oscillator, 310
pulse-width modulator,
308
modulator, 303
wide-band circuits, 251
distributed amplifier, 203
distributed components, 111,
191
distribution networks, 234
dptran, 30
dskip, 276

E
end, 361
ends, 361
equilibrium point, 15, 16, 166,
209, 347
multiple, 17
unstable, 17, 209, 219
errpreset, 187, 200, 227, 351
current measurements,
237
extremes, see info statement

F
1/f noise, 59
false convergence, 21
fast Fourier transform, see
discrete Fourier

transform
feedback, 67–106
breaking loop, 73, 76
configurations, 69
factor, 69
ideal circuits, 68, 73
series series, 71
series shunt, 69
shunt series, 72
shunt shunt, 70
non-ideal circuits, 84
series series, 93
series shunt, 97
shunt series, 102
shunt shunt, 87
open-loop gain, 79
parameters, 73
FFT, see discrete Fourier
transform
filter
band-pass
distortion, 316
low loss, 147
FIR filters, 264
first character, 360
flicker noise, 59
folds
homotopy, 31
force, 28, 29, 347
versus nodesets, 29
force, 347
forward Euler, 132
domain map, 144
unstable, 135
Fourier analysis, 251–334
amplitude resolution, 298
applications, 299–332

Index

clocked analog circuits,
313
current, 278
error mechanisms, 267
aliasing, 266, 271, 280
bypass, 194, 276, 281,
288
inaccurate period, 267,
311
interpolation, 272, 279,
281, 286, 287
nulls, 331
simulator noise, 276
SPICE, 279
transients, 268, 310
external, 289
frequency resolution, 298
intermodulation
distortion, 252
demodulation, 317, 321
large-signal transfer
functions, 312
low-distortion amplifier,
299
mixer, 328
narrow-band circuit, 316
oscillators, 268, 289, 310,
312
practice, 267–299
pulse-width modulator,
308
modulator, 303
Spectre, 282
SPICE, 278
switched-filter, 313
THD, 252, 299
theory, 257–267
windows, 290
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Fourier integral, 258, 283
aliasing, 272, 282
pulse-width modulator,
309
Fourier series, 258
frequency
fundamental, 263, 265,
317
response, 53
translation, 66

G
G-parameters, 99, 102
gain
large signal, 312
open, closed, and loop,
67, 69
Gear’s method, 132
damping, 147, 246
overshoot, 155
domain map, 141
unstable, 150
global, 363
global truncation error, 160
gmin, 24, 26, 37, 39, 226, 336,
343
automatic installation, 28
gmin stepping, 32, 33
gmin stepping, 30

H
H-parameters, 97, 105
harmonic distortion, 252, 316
clocked analog circuits,
313
compression point, 253
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intercept point, 254
low distortion amplifier,
299
mixer, 328
oscillator, 310
hierarchical circuit
description, 361
homotopy, 343, 348
homotopy method, 29

I
iabstol, 23, 24, 25, 36, 37,
207, 344
ic, 351
IMD, see intermodulation
distortion
immittance, 67n, 312n
impedance
large signal, 312
inductor
negative, 231
voltage, 150, 152
info statement, 45, 209
initial condition, 11, 195, 347
Spectre, 199
SPICE, 196
starting oscillators, 210
uic, 196
versus nodesets, 199
input, see info statement
input impedance
differential- and
common-mode, 117
input-referred noise, 62
integration methods, 131–157
artificial damping, 147
characteristics, 133

delay, 156
overshoot, 155
ringing, 150, 155
stiff circuits, 134
domain map, 139
integrator
truncation error, 161
intercept point, 254
intermodulation distortion,
252, 316
compression point, 253
demodulation, 317, 321
intercept point, 254
mixer, 328
narrow-band circuit, 316
interpolation error
Fourier analysis, 272, 279,
281, 286, 287
iteration-count time-step
control, 179
itll, 36, 338
it12, 36, 338
it13, 339
it14, 206, 339
it15, 340
it16, 36, 339

J
Jacobian
singular, 25, 205
JFET noise, 60
Johnson noise, 59
junction
capacitance, 108
model, 12
noise, 60

Index

K
Kirchhoff’s laws, 9

L
lang, 358
language
first character, 360
model statements, 359
subcircuit call, 361
subcircuit definition, 361
large circuits, 45, 234
large-signal transfer functions,
312
liberal, see errpreset
limit, 344
limpts, 336
local truncation error, 160,
166, 180
threshold criterion, 177,
180
loop gain, 69
current, 77
voltage, 77
low-loss resonators, 147
LTE, see local truncation
error
lteratio, 181, 187, 207, 225,
351
lvltim, 177, 179, 340

M
macromodels, 227
macromodels, 344
matrix
singular, 25, 205
maxiters, 206, 348, 352
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maxord, 340
maxstep, 178, 187, 200, 201,
276, 280–282, 289,
298, 332, 352
maxsteps, 348
method, 187, 188, 341, 352
Middlebrook, 77
mixer, 329
noise, 66
model, 360
model statements, 359
moderate, see errpreset
modified nodal analysis, 11
modulator
pulse-width, 308
160, 303
MOSFET noise, 61
mu, 208

N
negative capacitors, inductors,
resistors, 231
Newton’s method, 18
nodal analysis, 11
node force, 29
nodeset, 28
nodesets
versus force, 29
versus initial conditions,
199
noise
BJT, 60
differential- and
common-mode, 119
diode, 60
1 /f, 59
flicker, 59
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input referred, 62, 119
JFET, 60
Johnson, 59
junction, 60
mixer, 66
MOSFET, 61
Nyquist, 59
oscillator, 66
phase, 67
pink, 59
red, 59
resistor, 59
shot, 59
modulator, 303
simulator
bypass, 194, 276, 281,
288
Fourier analysis error
mechanism, 276
source, 64
spot, 59
switched-filter, 66
thermal, 57
total, 61
white, 59
noise analysis, 57
limitations, 66
noise density, 59
noise factor and figure, 62
nonconvergence, see
convergence
nonperiodicity, 268
Nyquist
frequency, 272
noise, 59
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O
opamps, 79
open-loop gain, 79
operating point, 15, 51, 55
oppoint, see info statement
opptcheck, 345
oscillation, see ringing
oscillator, 160, 209–218
cavity, crystal, 310
DC solution, 17, 35, 38,
39, 166, 208
distortion, 310
emitter-coupled pair, 211
Fourier analysis, 268, 289,
312
high-Q, 147
in large circuit, 235
noise, 66
relaxation, 182, 189, 202,
218
ring, 39, 210
starting, 200, 210
truncation error, 161
unexpected, 235
output, see info statement
output impedance, 55
differential- and
common-mode, 117
oversampled ADC, 160, 303
overshoot
current, 155
Gear’s method, 155

P
parameters
subcircuit, 363
parameters, 361

Index

periodic, 258
phase noise, 67
phasors, 53
pink noise, 59
pivabs, 345
pivotdc, 346
pivrel, 336, 346
pivtol,337
pointlocal, see relref
power distribution networks,
234
power measurements, 238
power supply rejection, 55
differential- and
common-mode, 117
pseudo-transient analysis, 30
pulse-width modulator
distortion, 308

Q
Q or quality factor
high-Q resonators, 147
quasi-fundamental frequency,
265, 317
quasiperiodic, 263
demodulation, 317

R
readforce, 348
readic, 353
readns, 349, 353
red noise, 59
relaxation oscillator, see
oscillator, relaxation
relref, 187, 354
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reltol, 22, 41, 166, 177, 181,
187, 200, 207, 225,
337, 346
affect on Fourier analysis,
276
resistor
negative, 231
noise, 59
noiseless, 64
resonators, 147
restart, 37, 349, 355
rforce, 27, 346
right-hand plane zero, 79, 233
ringing
artificial damping
distribution networks,
234
trapezoidal, 150, 155
rmin, 25

S
S-parameters, see scattering
parameters
sampling
aliasing, 266, 271
demodulation, 321
strobing, 238
scattering parameters
analysis, 56
large signal, 312
Schmitt trigger, 202
series-series feedback, 71, 93
series-shunt feedback, 69, 97
shot noise, 59
shunt-series feedback, 72, 102
shunt-shunt feedback, 70, 87
sigglobal, see relref
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modulator, 160
noise and distortion, 303
simulator statement, 358
singular matrix or Jacobian,
25, 205
gmin, 40
sinusoidal circuits, 226
skipdc, 208, 355
slew-rate limiting, 113
source stepping, 30, 32, 33,
339
SP analysis, 56
spectral leakage, 263, 268
spectral noise density, 59
Spectre
Fourier analysis, 282
initial condition, 199
language
first character, 360
model statements, 359
subcircuit call, 361
subcircuit definition,
361
options, 342
time-step control, 180
SPICE
Fourier analysis, 278
initial condition, 196
language
first character, 360
options, 335
time-step control, 177
iteration count, 179
spot noise, 59
stability, 51, 219
Gear methods, 134
preservation versus
integration method,
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147
time-step constraint, 135
trapezoidal rule, 141
state file, 348–350, 353, 356
statements
global, 363
models, 359
parameters, 361
subckt, 361
step, 355
current measurements,
237
stiff circuits, 134
strobing, 238
demodulation, 241
subcircuit
definition nesting, 363
instance nesting, 363
subcircuit parameters, 363
subcircuits
call, 361
definition, 361
parameter expressions,
363
parameterized, 363
subckt, 361
switched-filter, 118, 160, 167,
224, 238
distortion, 313
noise, 66
symmetry
continuation methods, 32
synchronous detection, 317

T
TDR analysis, 56
THD, see harmonic distortion

Index

thermal noise, 57
time-domain reflectometry, 56
341
see maxstep
total harmonic distortion, see
harmonic distortion
total noise, 61
transfer function, 53, 55
large-signal, 312
transient analysis, 129–249
applications, 207–246
computing DC operating
point, 207
convergence, 201
oscillator, 209
practice, 177–207
sensitivity of circuit to
error, 160
theory, 130–157
transmission line
break point, 191
341
trapezoidal rule, 132
ringing, 150, 152, 155
stiff circuits, 134
domain map, 141
traveling-wave amplifier, 203
trtol, 166, 178, 181, 207,
225, 342
truncation error, 160
sensitivity of circuit to
error, 160
341
Fourier analysis, 280
2 ports, 84
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U
uic, 196, 342
undersampling, 226
unstable
circuits, 219
equilibrium point, 219
Gear methods, 134

V
vabstol, 22, 37, 181, 182, 347
vector detection, 317, 321
vntol, 22, 37, 200, 338
voltage
as state variable, 182, 287
inductor, 152, see
current, capacitor
loop gain, 77
noise source, 64

W
white noise, 59
window functions, 290
amplitude resolution, 298
frequency resolution, 298
write, 350, 356
writefinal, 350, 356

X
XF analysis, 55

Y
Y -parameters, 87, 96
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Z
Z-parameters, 90, 94
z-transform
backward Euler, 140
forward Euler, 144
Gear’s method, 141
trapezoidal rule, 141
zero
right-hand plane, 233
zero, right-hand plane, 79
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